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Twitter is what’s happening



144 2.1K 5.8K



Source: Twitter Brand Tracker

reason people come to Twitter is to 
see and talk about what’s happening

#1



saweeLee
@exact_lee

Instagram be laughing at shit we laughed at on Twitter 
3 wks ago 😭

603 82.2k 389.5k
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Look at me



Look at this











Twitter is where you build cultural relevance
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Top 
Convos 
on Twitter

14

1

Politics Music

3

Entertainment 

2

Gaming

4

Sports

6

COVID-19

5

Twitter internal data, conversation analysis, Canada, Feb. 22 to March 1 vs. Feb. 15–22, data retrieved March 2021.
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Convo 
Trends
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Tools for staying 
up to date
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See what’s 
happening
Explore trending topics curated by a Twitter 
editorial team 
Search #s and people of interest 
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Follow your 
favourite topics
Choose topics that are important to you and 
your museum  



Example of slide22
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Topics to 
follow
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Topics to 
follow
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Topics to 
follow
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Create or follow 
a Twitter list
Easily organize Twitter accounts 
Swipe left for list based timelines 
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Twitter Lists to 
follow
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Twitter Lists to 
follow
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Fleets offer 
more 
creativity & 
expression

*Privileged and Confidential
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Get the visibility without the 
interruptions.

Engage and interact with the 
audience of your choice.

Host a panel or conduct an 
interview.

Have a private 
conversation in public

Control the narrative 

Take the discussion 
in new directions

Conversation 
settings  
for ads
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Get the visibility without the 
interruptions.

Engage and interact with the 
audience of your choice.

Host a panel or conduct an 
interview.

Have a private 
conversation in public

Control the narrative 

Take the discussion 
in new directions

Conversation 
settings  
for ads
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Elevate

Connect

Engage
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Elevate your 
profile
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Build and enhance your profile

Name  
@YourName

TWEETS FOLLOWING FOLLOWERS LIKES LISTS

Location 
Link to a Website

Your bio here in 
160 characters

Describe what you do and your values1

2

3

Tell your followers what to expect from 
following you

Explain your product or service & link to your 
company profile

Three ways to write it
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Laura Pearce  
@lpearce 
Career marketer, avid Tweeter. Loves 📚 ⛷🏃♀🎾. World class shopper. Mom. Works @TwitterCanada. 

Art Gallery of Ontario 
@agotoronto 
We're one of the largest museums in North America bringing people & art together. Great Art. Whenever. 
Wherever. Join us at ago.ca 

Arianna Huffington 
@ariannahuff 
Mother. Sister. @HuffPost Founder. Founder & CEO of @Thrive Global whose mission is to end the stress 
and burnout epidemic. thriveglobal.com 

Toronto History Museums  
@TOHistory 
10 historic museums, operated by the @cityoftoronto, working collectively to inspire passion for 
#TOhistory. Terms of Use: ow.ly/vVmq30ijrRb #TellTheFullStory 
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Master the 
basics

Reply 
Comment on a Tweet and join the 
conversation. 

Retweet: RT 
Share a Tweet with your followers. You 
can even add your own thoughts before 
you share it.

Likes 
Give feedback to the original 
poster by liking their Tweet! 

@Username 
Your account name is the way your 
name appears on Twitter and 
@username is used to call out an 
individual in a Tweet. 

#Hashtag 
The # symbol is used to mark 
keywords or topics in a Tweet. They 
allow people to join a conversation 
about a specific topic on Twitter.
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Tweet simple

https://twitter.com/JeffImmelt/status/552953707986681858/photo/1

Tweet simple: Lead line is what you want people 
to THINK. Link/hashtag is what you want people 
to DO. Image/video is what you want people to 
FEEL. 

Stacy Minero   
@sminero
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Tweet simple

Keep It Brief

Even though Twitter now 
allows everyone to tweet 
with up to 280 characters, 
brevity is still king.

Focus Your 
Message

We know you have a lot to 
say - but don't boil the ocean 
in one tweet. Try to keep 
tweet copy as simple and 
focused on serving one 
purpose. 

Connect Copy 
& Content

Copy and content go hand-in-
hand. Make sure to make a 
clear connection between the 
video or image, and the 
accompanying copy. 

Copy Best Practices for Twitter

Incorporate 
Hashtags 

Hashtags are more than a 
tagging device, they're a way 
to drive conversation, 
harness consumer loyalty and 
gain attention. 
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Be realistic about what users will  
gravitate to

Research how it’s being used already

Reward users for interacting with  
your hashtag

Use your VITs to drive awareness and 
integrate across all channels

1 Over-hashtag your content (1-2 per tweet max)

Expect your brand slogan to just translate to 
a hashtag

Expect users to hashtag without a reason

Neglect to educate consumers on what it is 
and how to use it

Use all CAPS LOCK, unless it’s an acronym

2

1

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

Hashtags

Make it easy to remember (and spell)

Be realistic about what users will  
gravitate to

Research how it’s being used already

Reward users for interacting with  
your hashtag

Use your VITs to drive awareness and 
integrate across all channels

Over-hashtag your content (1-2 per tweet max)

Expect your brand slogan to just translate to 
a hashtag

Expect users to hashtag without a reason

Neglect to educate consumers on what it is 
and how to use it

Use all CAPS LOCK, unless it’s an acronym
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Best Practices
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Connect with Trends



Thank 
You

@lpearce
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